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Hello,

Please let me introduce myself, 
I’m Sarah Coxon and I have been
working with flowers since I was 
16 years old when I worked in a 
Norwich florist on a Youth 
Training Scheme. I was then, and 
still continue to be inspired by
nature and the beauty of flowers. 

I live in a rural setting surrounded by woodlands, which often 
inspires me, (usually when I’m walking my dogs!), to create 
something natural and rustic when it is asked for.

As you will see as you look through this brochure, I make all 
different designs from traditional wreaths and sprays to 
bespoke 3D tributes. If you are having trouble deciding or 
cannot see what you would like, I am always happy to help with 
advice and guidance.

I also offer a home visiting service, where I would travel to you 
at an agreed time (evening and weekends included) and discuss 
your flowers with you and your family in the comfort of your 
own home. This is a free service I offer to help my customers at 
this difficult time.

Personally, I feel it is a privilege to create a floral tribute, 
however large or small. All my tributes are made of the highest 
quality of flowers with an eye to detail, I can assure you of a 
truly special tribute.

Sarah 



These colour 
combinations 
are available 
in all designs



MIXED POSY

The mixed posy is a round shaped arrangement, 
which is raised in the centre.

A variety of flowers can be included, for example 
Roses, Spray carnations, Chrysanthemums, 

Lisianthus, Gerbera and other seasonal flowers.

        Mixed Flowers       All Roses      

10” £35      £45*
14” £50      £70*
18” £75      £95*

* There may be price differences during February and December due to the price 
of Roses during peak periods



SINGLE ENDED SPRAY

The single ended spray is a triangle shape, often 
referred as a teardrop spray, and like the other sprays it 

is arranged in oasis.
This design can be made in a mixture of flowers or all  

Roses, Carnations, Gerbera or Lilies.

        Mixed All All
 Flowers       Roses/Lilies     Carnations/Gerbera

18”        £40 £65* £45
24”        £60 £80* £65
30”        £80 £100* £80
36”        £90 £120* £95

 *There may be price differences during February and December due to the 
price of Roses during peak periods



DOUBLE ENDED SPRAY

The double ended spray is sometimes referred to 
as a diamond spray because of the shape. This is 

a popular choice because the flowers are 
arranged in oasis to keep them fresh.

Sprays are available in a variety of colour 
schemes and sizes.

Mixed   All All
          Flowers Roses     Carnations

18”     £45 £65* £45
24”     £65 £80* £65
30”         £80 £100* £80

 *There may be price differences during February and December due to the 
price of Roses during peak periods



ECO-
FRIENDLY 

MIXED TIED 
SHEAF

A mixed tied sheaf is 
ideal for a natural 

looking flower 
tribute which is also 

eco-friendly. The 
flowers are tied with 

either a raffia or 
fabric bow.

3 Roses  £15
6 Roses  £27.50
12 Roses  £50

20”  £50
30”  £85

ECO-
FRIENDLY 
ROSE TIED 

SHEAF



SHEAF SPRAY

The sheaf spray is designed to look like a 
tied bunch of flowers, whilst having the 

advantage of being arranged in oasis.
The design is completed with either a raffia 
or fabric ribbon bow wrapped around the 

stems. Available in a wide range of flowers 
and colours, this design is a popular 

choice.

        Mixed Flowers               All Lilies      

24” £65                   £75
30” £85       £95
36” £100       £110



MIXED 
WREATH

This wreath is based with 
Chrysanthemums and 

completed with a cluster 
spray of flowers resting on 

top of the wreath with a 
coloured pleated ribbon.

A mixed flower wreath is a 
traditional popular choice 
which can be made in any 
colour scheme.

12” - £40
14” - £55
16” -£70
18” - £95 14” - £65

16” -£85
18” - £110

BASED 
WREATH

ROSE WREATH

A classical wreath with Roses, 
Spray Roses and foliages.

14” - £75*
16” -£95*

18” - £125*

* There may be price differences during February 
and December due to the price of Roses during 

peak periods



CASKET SPRAY

This spray is designed to sit on top of the casket as 
a main tribute, it is available in a variety of colours, 

flowers and sizes.
The standard sizes are 36”, 48” and 60”, however 

these can be made to your specification.
You can choose to have a beautiful mixture of 
flowers or all one type of flower such as Lilies, 

Roses or Carnations.

 Mixed       All All
 Flowers        Roses Or Lilies      Carnations

36”    £100                  £125* £100
48”    £145     £165* £145
60”    £190     £200* £190

* There may be price differences during February and December due 
to the price of Roses during peak periods



BASED POSY

This traditional posy is based in 
Chrysanthemums and edged in 

a pleated ribbon.
The ribbon and the spray on the 
top of the posy can be made in a 

colour of your choice.
The base is available in white , 

yellow or pink (mauve).

           
12” £65
14” £80
16” £90
18” £100

Worded ribbon 
can also be added 
as shown for an 

extra £5

This modern posy is a perfect 
choice if you are wanting to have 
an unique tribute which is full of 

lovely flowers and foliages.
Different types of flowers are 

grouped together in sections to 
create this design.

GROUPED POSY

12” £65
14” £80
16” £95
18” £115



LARGE WORDED 
HEART

 A large based heart with a 1-3 letter 
word arranged in the design using Rose 

buds, with a spray on top of the heart 
and ribbon edging.

The mixed heart is 
full of a variety of  
flowers in a colour 

of your choice, with 
a pleated ribbon 

edge.

This heart is based with 
Chrysanthemums and 
completed with a cluster 
spray of flowers on top of 
the cushion edged in a   
pleated ribbon.

MIXED 
HEART

BASED 
HEART

14” £60
17” £85
19” £110

23” £145



GARDEN OPEN 
HEART

A natural and rustic design 
using different textures of 

flowers and foliages to create 
this popular open heart 

tribute.

The mixed open 
heart is full of a 

variety of flowers in 
a colour of your 

choice, with a  
pleated ribbon 

edge.

This design is based with 
Chrysanthemums and 
complete with a cluster 
spray of flowers resting 
on top of the heart edged 
in a pleated ribbon.

MIXED 
OPEN 

HEART

BASED 
OPEN 

HEART

17” £80
19” £95

17” £85
19” £100



This design of two 
hearts has a 

variety of flowers 
and foliages 
arranged in 

sections

This tribute is two 
hearts joined in the 
middle and is based 
with Chrysanthemums, 
complete with a cluster 
spray of flowers and a  
pleated ribbon edge.

MIXED DOUBLE 
OPEN HEART

BASED DOUBLE 
OPEN HEART

15” x 23” £135
18” x 27” £185



            
14” £65
17” £85
20” £110

The mixed cushion 
contains a variety of  
flowers in a colour of 
your choice, edged in 
a pleated ribbon.

This cushion is 
based with 

Chrysanthemums 
and complete with 

a cluster spray of 
flowers on top of 

the cushion and a 
single rose in the 

corner, edged in a 
pleated ribbon.

MIXED 
CUSHION

BASED 
CUSHION



A natural design using 
different textures of flowers 

and foliages to create an 
unique tribute. This can be 
made in any colour scheme

The mixed pillow is full of 
different type of flowers 

in a colour of your choice, 
edged in a pleated ribbon.

The based pillow is based 
with Chrysanthemums 
and complete with a 
cluster spray of flowers 
resting on top of the 
pillow edged in a pleated 
ribbon.

MIXED 
PILLOW

BASED 
PILLOW

12” x 18” £75
14” x 21” £95

17” x 24” £125

12” x 18” £85
14” x 21” £110
17” x 24” £140

WOODLAND PILLOW



The mixed cross 
contains a variety of 
flowers in a colour of 
your choice, with a 
colour co-ordinated 
pleated ribbon.

This design is based 
with Chrysanthemums 
and has a cluster spray 
of flowers in the centre 
of the cross and edged 
with a pleated ribbon.

MIXED 
CROSS

BASED 
CROSS

2 ft £85
3 ft £115
4 ft £150
5 ft £195



The mixed letters are full of a variety flowers in a colour of 
your choice.

The based letters are based with Chrysanthemums and 
have a cluster spray of flowers on the ribbon edged letters.

MIXED FLOWER TRIBUTE

BASED LETTER TRIBUTE

The letter tributes are available in any word, letter or numbers 
from a single letter to a number of words.

One letter or number £55
Two or more letters or numbers £47.50 per letter



The word is written in a contrasting colour and can spell any word 
up to 7 letters. There are two styles one with corner clusters of 
flowers and a ribbon edge, and the other with a frame of mixed 

flowers in a colour of your choice. The approximate size for a 5-7 
letter word tribute is between 2 ½ -3 ½ ft.

Up to 5 letters 6 letters 7 letters

Corner cluster tribute    £225 £255       £285
Mixed flower frame tribute   £275 £300 £330

BASED GATES 
OF HEAVEN

WOODLAND 
GATES OF 
HEAVEN

Gates of 
Heaven

£150

LARGE WORD TRIBUTE



£150

£185

Other football clubs available 
(POA)

FOOTBALL RUGBY 
BALL

CANARY FOOTBALL EMBLEM



£225

£140
£100

BUNNY 
RABBIT

HORSESHOE

MOTORCYCLE



GARDEN PICKED SPRAYS AND 
WREATHS

I offer an unique service whereby I use freshly picked 
flowers and foliages from your garden. Using these 
together with a selection of other fresh flowers and 

foliages from the Netherlands, a beautiful and 
sentimental tribute is created for your loved one.

Please contact me for a quotation based on your 
requirements.



SPECIALISED TRIBUTES

A small selection of unique tributes which I have designed and 
made.





SEASONAL FLOWERS

Spring

Anemones, Daffodils, Genista (fragrant Broom), Hyacinths, Iris, 
Muscari, Narcissus, Pussy Willow, Ranunculus, Tulips, 

Waxflower

Summer

Antirrhinum, Astilbe, Clematis, Cornflowers, Delphiniums, 
Hydrangea, Larkspur, Peonies, Phlox, Scabious, Stocks, 

Sunflowers, Sweet Williams, Veronica

Autumn

Achillea, Bloom Chrysanthemums, Crocosmia, Dahlia, Gladioli, 
Hypericum berry, Nerines

Winter

Amaryllis, Eryngium (Thistle), Euphorbia, Hellebores, Tulips, 
Waxflower

All year round 

Alstroemeria, Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Freesia, Gerbera, 
Gypsophillia, Lily, Lisianthus, Orchid, Roses, September Daisy, 

Spray Roses



Please note there may be times it is necessary to change some for 
the flowers shown due to seasonal availability

Words on a ribbon sash can be added to any flower tribute for an 
additional cost of £5 (max 25 letters/ numbers)

The sizes stated are approximate and are measured including any 
ribbon edging

If you would prefer to discuss your flower tributes in the comfort if 
your own home, please contact me to arrange an appointment.

How to Order

Call Sarah on 01328 829781

Email Sarah on info@sarahcoxonfloraldesign.co.uk

Order through the website www.sarahcoxonfloraldesign.co.uk

Order directly with your funeral director

01328 829781

Keepers Cottage
Sennowe Park

Guist
NR20 5PB
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